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ABSTRACT: Despite their good intrinsic rate capability, nanosized
spinel cathode materials cannot fulﬁll the requirement of high electrode
density and volumetric energy density. Standard carbon coating cannot
be applied on spinel materials due to the formation of oxygen defects
during the high-temperature annealing process. To overcome these
problems, here we present a composite material consisting of
agglomerated nanosized primary particles and well-dispersed acidtreated Super P carbon black powders, processed below 300 °C. In this
structure, primary particles provide fast lithium ion diﬀusion in solid
state due to nanosized diﬀusion distance. Furthermore, uniformly
dispersed acid-treated Super P (ASP) in secondary particle facilitates
lower charge transfer resistance and better percolation of electron. The ASPLMO material shows superior rate capability,
delivering 101 mAh g−1 at 300 C-rate at 24 °C, and 75 mAh g−1 at 100 C-rate at −10 °C. Even after 5000 cycles, 86 mAh g−1 can
be achieved at 30 C-rate at 24 °C, demonstrating very competitive full-cell performance.
KEYWORDS: High power density, spinel cathode material, carbon composite, electrochemistry, lithium ion battery
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increase at low temperature leading to low charging eﬃciency
from regenerative braking. Therefore, it has been requested to
develop LMO-based cathode material with ultrafast charge/
discharge properties.
Various approaches have been investigated to further
enhance the kinetics of cathode materials such as nanostructuring,11−19 coating with conductive materials,6,20−22 and
epitaxial nanostructure.5,23−25 The nanosized materials have the
advantages of shorter distance for lithium diﬀusion and larger
surface area for charge transfer reactions.13,26,27 However, in its
as-synthesized form nanosized materials cannot fulﬁll the high
electrode mass density (thus speciﬁc volumetric energy
density) required for commercialization.6 Secondary particles
with agglomerated nanosized primary particles could be an
eﬀective solution to achieve high electrode density while
preserving high rate capability if the primary nanoparticles can
retain fast lithium ion insertion/extraction. However, the high
rate capability of secondary particles obtained from conventional processes without good carbon enclosure of primary
nanoparticles suﬀer from sluggish electron transport through
the agglomerates, due to large amount of oxide−oxide
boundaries among primary nanoparticles. It is important to
replace oxide−oxide grain boundaries with oxide−carbon−

ithium ion batteries (LIB) are the energy source of choice
for electric vehicles (EVs).1−4 The 4 V LiMxMn2−xO4 (M
= Li, Al, Mg, Co, Ni, and so forth) has been investigated as a
potential cathode material for EVs due to its many advantages,
such as high power, low cost, favorable safety, and environmental friendliness.5−8 Especially, the spinel cathode materials
(LMO) have a three-dimensional channel structure for facile
lithium ions diﬀusion, which enables higher charge and
discharge rate capabilities compared to other cathode materials,
such as layered LiCoO2 and olivine LiFePO4. Indeed, LMO is
often mixed in the cathode of Li-ion batteries in hybrid and
plug-in hybrid EVs to provide a high-power component. Also,
the low voltage systems LIBs (LVS, named LVS because of its
lower voltage than battery of EVs, the battery with combination
of LiFePO4 or LiMn2O4/Li4Ti5O12) are promising replacements of lead-acid battery in vehicle start−stop and kinetic
energy recovery systems, because it can improve fuel eﬃciency
and CO2 emissions by up to 15%.9,10 Vehicles with LVS are
regarded as the intermediate concept between combustion
engine vehicle and EVs. The LVS are lighter and smaller, and
easier to design higher voltage pack (48 V) than lead-acid
battery (12 V). Therefore, it can eﬃciently drive many electric
systems in the car. The candidate of cathode materials for LVS
has requirements of low cost, high safety, and high power
density, which correspond to the advantage of LMO. Moreover,
the electrochemical performance of LVS at low temperature
(<0 °C) is important because the cell impedance would
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of (a) synthesis process and composite samples with nanosized spinel and two kinds of Super P, (b) cross-section and
electric-circuit conﬁguration of three materials.

process (Figure 1a). Standard SP does not have strong
adhesion with LMO and the resulting dispersion is quite
nonuniform. We use a dilute acid-treated Super P carbon black
(denoted as ASP) to achieve better dispersion. Brieﬂy,
nanosized LMO particles were obtained by ball-milling,
mixed with ASP and an appropriate amount of water, and
then spray-dried at 160 °C to form spherical secondary particles
with a distribution of diameters 7−40 μm, which ensure high
electrode density. The acid treatment changed SP surface from
hydrophobic to hydrophilic, so it could be better dispersed
among nanosized spinel particles in water before spray-drying,
providing facile electron pathways (Figure 1b). To the best of
our knowledge, this unique strategy is ﬁrst reported for LMO.
The developed cathode material demonstrates extremely high
charge and discharge rate capability at both low temperatures
and the room temperature (RT) when paired with Li4Ti5O12
(LTO) anode, matching the power of supercapacitors with
superior cycling performance, even though the high-temperature performance is still lacking due to dissolution of Mn ions
into the organic electrolyte.
Experimental Section. The Li1.015Al0.06Mn1.925O4 powder
was synthesized with a typical sol−gel reaction. A stoichiometric amount of Li(CH3COO)·2H2O, Al(NO3)3·9H2O, and
Mn(CH3COO)2·4H2O was dissolved in distilled water with
matching amount of citric acid as chelating agent. The aqueous
solution was concentrated to produce gel, and then dried at 100
°C. The dried sample was heated at 400 °C for 5 h and then

oxide phase boundaries to improve electron conduction within
the secondary particle.
Carbon coating has been widely used to increase electronic
conductivity.6,28−31 Sun et al. reported carbon-coated microsized olivine material (LiMPO4, M = Fe and/or Mn).28 The
coating layers were wrapped on the surface of every single
particles, which resulted in the improved rate capability.
However, carbon coating by pyrolysis of organic compounds
on the LMO surface requires temperature ∼600 °C and does
not give good results due to the formation of oxygen defects.
For example, when sucrose-coated LMO is heated for
carbonization in either air or oxygen atmosphere, carbon
preferentially takes oxygen from spinel lattice to form COx
leading to the formation of oxygen defects (Figure S1). It is also
extremely diﬃcult to conduct carbon coating on spinel
materials by using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) in inert
or reducing atmosphere without oxygen release. It is known
that oxygen deﬁciency in spinel lattice worsen rate capability as
well as cycling performance because the small amount of
oxygen atoms in interstitial 8b site interrupts lithium ion
diﬀusion, resulting in poor electrochemical performances.32−34
Therefore, practical and scalable methods of carbon coating
toward high rate capability without creating oxygen defects
should be devised.
Herein, we wrap Super P carbon black (SP) around
individual nanosized LMO primary particles and then fabricate
spherical secondary particles via a water-based spray-drying
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Figure 2. SEM images of (a) BLMO, (b) magniﬁed image of (a), (c) BLMO after ball-milling, (d) SPLMO, (e,f) magniﬁed images of (d), (g)
ASPLMO, and (h,i) magniﬁed images of (g). Energy dispersed X-ray mapping analysis of manganese and carbon of (j) SPLMO and (k) ASPLMO.

thoroughly homogenized. The homogenized powder was
calcined at 770 °C for 10 h to obtain the bare spinel material.
It was then ball-milled for 10 h to obtain the nanosized spinel
primary particles. The acid treatment on SP was carried out
with 60 mL of 0.05 M nitric acid solution and 3 g of SP. The
mixture was stirred for 12 h, then ﬁltered and washed several
times to remove the nitric acid. The obtained ASP was dried at
150 °C for 24 h. The nanosized spinel powder (27 g) was
mixed with ASP (3 g) and the right amount of distilled water
(20 g) and were spray dried in a 30 g batch at 160 °C; then, the
dried powders were heated to 300 °C in inert atmosphere to
eliminate residual moisture. We denote such composite
secondary particle material with acid-treated SP and nanosized
LMO as ASPLMO. For comparison, we have also made a

composite secondary particle material with everything the same
but using untreated SP instead of ASP, and call it SPLMO. We
have also made bare (i.e., single-phase) secondary spherical
LMO (denoted as BLMO) microparticles and primary
Li1.015Al0.06Mn1.925O4 microparticles (denoted as LMO) without
the super P.
The crystalline structures were conﬁrmed by powder X-ray
diﬀractometer (XRD, D/MAX-2200 V, Rigaku) using Cu Kα
radiation at 2θ = 10°−80°. The morphologies of ASPLMO,
SPLMO, BLMO, and LMO were checked by using scanning
electron microscopy (SEM, S-4800, HITACHI).
The four cathode electrodes were then fabricated by mixing
ASPLMO/SPLMO/BLMO/LMO powder with conductive
agent such as Super P and binder such as polyvinylidene
3746
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Figure 3. (a) First charge−discharge curves of BLMO, LMO, SPLMO, and ASPLMO. (b) Charge and (c) discharge capacity retention of electrodes
as a function of various C rates from 0.5 to 1000 C at 24 °C. (d) Discharge rate capability of electrodes at −10 °C. (e) Ragone plot of ASPLMO and
ref 41. (f) Continuous cycling results of BLMO, SPLMO, and ASPLMO at 30 C rate (10 C for charge) at 24 °C.

ﬂuoride, respectively. To make a fair comparison, the weight
ratio is 80:10:10 for ASPLMO/SPLMO electrode, and
72:18:10 for BLMO/LMO electrode, in order to make the
total carbon fraction identical. The ﬁnal electrode density of
BLMO electrode is 2.3 g cm−3, while that of ASPLMO/
SPLMO electrode is 2.1 g cm−3. Galvanostatic charge−
discharge cycling was performed in CR2032 coin-type cell,
where our cathode electrode was pitted against superabundant
lithium metal in half-cell tests, or carbon-coated Li4Ti5O12
anode in full cell tests with negative/positive electrode capacity
ratio of only 1.03. The separator used is porous polypropylene
ﬁlm (Celgard 2400). The coin-type cells were assembled in an
argon-ﬁlled glovebox, and 1.15 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate/
dimethyl carbonate/diethyl carbonate (3/4/3 vol % Panax
Staryle) was used as the electrolyte. Before electrochemical
tests, the cells were galvanostatically charged to 4.3 V at 0.1 C
rate and kept at 4.3 V, until the current decreased to 0.02 Crate, then discharged to 3.0 V versus Li/Li+. The gravimetric
capacities were calculated based on the weight of the spinel

materials only (e.g., excluding ASP/SP/binder). The loading of
cathode spinel materials was 4.5 mg cm−2 for full cell tests.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS, IVIUM) was
carried out to check impedance from 0.05 to 250 kHz
frequency range in coin-type half-cells at SOC 100% in
temperature bath. The obtained results were analyzed by using
ZView software.
Result and Discussions. The morphologies of LMO/
BLMO/SPLMO/ASPLMO samples are shown in Figure 2 and
Figure S2. The LMO synthesized by sol−gel reaction and
further heat treatment resulted in irregular morphology (Figure
S2a,b). After ball-milling, the nanosized single crystal particles
with sizes of around 100 nm could be obtained (Figure S2c).
By using this nanosized powder, BLMO/SPLMO/ASPLMO
were synthesized. As can be seen in Figure 2, all of the samples
have spherical morphologies and their sizes are about 7−40 μm.
In the case of SPLMO, the super P and nanosized LMO coexist
in the secondary particle (Figure 2d−f). However, it was clearly
shown that these two materials were not mixed well. On the
3747
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and others do not (Figure 2a). When a relatively low current is
applied, the electrical conductivity of super P surrounding
nanosized LMO in low concentration regions appears suﬃcient
to achieve comparable performance as ASPLMO. However,
when a relatively high currents are applied, the poor dispersion
of super P delivered insuﬃcient speed of electron movement,
leading to higher overpotential and therefore worse charge rate
capability. Consequently, the well-dispersed conductive material in ASPLMO that shows outstanding charge rate capability
plays a key role in electron conduction. For example, charging
at 100 C-rate achieves 73% of the initial capacity in just 26 s.
The discharge rate capabilities, between 0.5 C (60 mA g−1) and
1000 C (120 A g−1), were also investigated after fully charging
the cells at 0.5 C-rate (Figure 3c). The results exhibit a similar
trend as the charge rate capability. The ASPLMO presented the
best discharge rate capability among four electrodes. For
example, it retained 96.2% at 30 C and 77.8% at 500 C
compared to its capacity at 0.5 C, while the BLMO, LMO, and
SPLMO showed worse capacity retention of 87.3%, 75.5%, and
96.2% at 30 C, and 5.4%, 2.5% and 16.6% at 500 C,
respectively. Moreover, even though the electrodes show
similar capacity at the same low C-rate, their working voltages
are quite diﬀerent during charge and discharge (Figure S4 and
S5). In comparison with previous studies (Table S1), we could
not ﬁnd any better performances compared to ASPLMO at
room temperature. The ASPLMO showed signiﬁcant improvement in low temperature performance (Figure 3d) as well. At
−10 °C, it exhibited superior capacity retention compared to
BLMO and SPLMO from 0.5 C-rate to 200 C-rate. Many
factors could aﬀect the battery performance at low temperature
(<0 °C). For example, the increased viscosity of the electrolyte
could result in low ionic conductivity, and lithium diﬀusivity
inside solid particles would also decrease at low temperatures.24
The kinetics of electrochemical cell will deteriorate.37,38 The
hindered charge delivery that leads to increases of the charge
transfer and Ohmic resistances39,40 can be avoided by the
eﬀective structure of ASPLMO secondary particles by creating
facile electron pathway to facilitate the charge delivery to and
from the inside of the particles, resulting in the faster local
charge transfer reaction. Consequently, the ASPLMO showed
faster kinetic properties than SPLMO and BLMO at −10 °C.
As shown in Ragone plot (Figure 3e), the ASPLMO exhibits a
volumetric energy density of 270 Wh L−1 at a power density of
780 kW L−1. These kinetic abilities are comparable with the
layer-by-layer functionalized multiwalled carbon nanotubes
(LBL-MWNTs) which is one of the highest power material
showing a volumetric energy density of 250 Wh L−1 at a power
density of 124 kW L−1.41 It is worth noting that because our
sample has 2.5 times higher electrode mass density, the energy
density we can achieve at the same power density of 124 kW
L−1 is ∼1000 Wh L−1 (Figure 3e).
Figure 3f exhibits continuous cycling results of BLMO,
SPLMO, and ASPLMO at high applied current of 30 C (10 C
for charge) at 24 °C between 3.0 and 4.5 V. The cycling
retention of composite electrodes is much better than that of
BLMO. For example, the SPLMO and ASPLMO delivered
82.3% and 84.5%, respectively, while the BLMO could only
deliver 48.1% compared to their initial capacity at 5000 cycles
(Figure S6a). Also, the working voltages of the composite
electrodes remain relatively constant over around 97%, whereas
that of BLMO decreased to 91% (Figure S6b). It is well-known
that 4 V spinel has no intrinsic material disadvantage with long
cycling at room temperature.42 Therefore, the cycling test

other hand, in the case of ASPLMO it looks denser than
SPLMO, and the nanosized LMO and ASP were evenly mixed
in the secondary particle (Figure 2g−i). These results of SP
dispersion are conﬁrmed with the energy dispersed X-ray
analysis data. As can be seen in Figure 2j, there are some
regions of red dots with higher concentration in a SPLMO
particle, which are obviously consistent with the agglomerated
SP. On the other hand, in the case of ASPLMO the carbon
elements are evenly dispersed throughout the secondary
particle (Figure 2k). The reason why acid-treated SP could
be evenly mixed in a secondary particle is that the surface of SP
was changed from hydrophobic to hydrophilic after the acid
treatment.35,36 Therefore, it could be well dispersed in water
before spray drying. It is believed that better dispersion of super
P in ASPLMO would provide more facile electron pathways,
especially at higher C-rate. Also the pellet densities of BLMO,
LMO, SPLMO, and ASPLMO were 2.6, 2.5, 2.3, and 2.4 g
cm−3, respectively. The slightly reduced pellet densities
compared to BLMO were attributed to the volume of SP/
ASP in secondary particles (carbon has much lighter density
than transition metal oxides). The crystal structures of samples
were identiﬁed by XRD (Figure S3a). The patterns of three
samples exhibit a well-deﬁned cubic spinel phase of space group
Fd3̅m without any discernible impurity peaks, which means that
there is no phase transition during the synthesis process.
Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out to conﬁrm
the amount of super P. The rate of increasing temperature is 5
°C min−1. As can be seen in Figure S3b, the content of SP was
10 wt % as designed.
The electrochemical evaluations of three electrodes were
performed by coin-type half cells. One C-rate was deﬁned as
120 mA g−1. Figure 3a exhibits the ﬁrst charge and discharge
curves of the BLMO, LMO, SPLMO, and ASPLMO between
3.0 and 4.3 V at 0.1 C-rate (12 mA g−1) at 24 °C. The BLMO
and LMO delivered around 117 mAh g−1, while the SPLMO
and ASPLMO provided slightly higher capacities about 119
mAh g−1 (all speciﬁc capacities were presented based on the
weight of the active LMO component, where a uniform factor
of 0.72 needs to be multiplied when computing the capacities
of the dried slurry paste). To investigate the charge (discharge)
rate capability at various currents, the cells were always fully
discharged (charged) at 0.5-rate (60 mA g−1) ﬁrst. Figure 3b,c
exhibits the capacity retentions as a function of various C-rates
from 0.5 C (60 mA g−1) to 300 C (36 A g−1) for charge and to
1000 C (120 A g−1) for discharge between 3.0 and 4.5 V at 24
°C. As can be seen in Figure 3b,c, the charge and discharge
capacities of BLMO and LMO dramatically decrease with
increasing current despite the relatively large amount of
conductive material (18 wt %) in the electrode, whereas the
composite electrodes show much improved performance, which
indicates that the kinetics under high-rate operation may be
governed by electron conduction inside of secondary particles.
Micron-sized polycrystalline cathode particles suﬀer from
relatively slow electron conduction compared to microsized
composite particle because it consists of aggregated nanosized
single crystal particles that form many grain boundaries leading
to high interfacial resistance against the electron transfer
through grain boundary. Also, as can be seen in Figure 3b, the
SPLMO and ASPLMO had comparable capacity retentions
until 10 C-rate, whereas the charge rate capability of ASPLMO
was higher than that of SPLMO at higher C-rate (>10 C). The
SPLMO has worse dispersion of conducting agent in secondary
particles. Some regions have higher concentration of super P
3748
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can be seen in Figure 5 with decreasing temperature, the total
impedance of the three electrodes steeply increased. The
BLMO electrode showed slightly higher impedance than
composite electrodes at room temperature, whereas it exhibited
60% higher impedances at the lower temperatures, giving the
worst low-temperature performance results (Figure 3d). Also
the impedance of ASPLMO is slightly lower than that of
SPLMO. The activation energies (Ea) for charge transfer
resistance Rct (read from the horizontal diameter of the
semicircle) were calculated by using Arrhenius eq (Figure
5d).43,44 The values of BLMO, SPLMO, and ASPLMO were
68.1, 55.7, and 51.9 kJ mol−1, respectively. The lower activation
barrier indicates a faster charge transfer reaction kinetics leading
to higher performances at lower and lower temperatures. This
is likely due to higher electronic coupling strength between the
electron supplier and the receiver45 due to better contact
between electron source (carbon), ion source (liquid), and ion
sink (oxide), yielding a higher exchange reaction current by
more intimate contact of carbon in ASPLMO.45
The polarizations of three electrodes were measured by
means of galvanostatic intermittent titration technique (GITT).
A constant current of 3 C rate (360 mA g−1) was applied for 90
s and then rested for 60 min to relax the cell voltage alternately
to drive charge and discharge. As can be seen in Figure S8, the
composite electrodes showed much lower overpotential
throughout the entire state of charge (SOC) and depth of
discharge (DOD). Also the polarization of ASPLMO is smaller
than that of SPLMO. It is believed that the bottleneck for fast
charge and discharge must be the electron delivery in this study,
consisting of both long-range percolating transport of electrons
Rlong, and short-range charge transfer resistance Rct (characterizing the local redox reaction of Li-ion with solvation shell
(liquid), breaking its solvation shell near carbon and
simultaneously capturing an electron from carbon, turning
into a neutral Li+−Mn3+ polaron that lives and diﬀuses in the
solid). Rlong + Rct can be measured from the vertical jumps of
the voltage in Figure S8e,f immediately after the current is
imposed/stopped, which is a majority of the total voltage rise/
drop in BLMO. The time constant of the subsequent smoother
voltage change can be attributed to the diﬀusion of neutral Li+−
Mn3+ inside LMO. When relatively high currents are applied,
Li+−Mn3+ will be accumulated near the surface in the electrode
material, producing a concentration gradient of Li+−Mn3+ that
extends inside material. During the rest time, the concentration
gradient will be reduced by Li+−Mn3+ diﬀusion inside the
electrode, which leads to decreasing (charge) and increasing
(discharge) voltages (Figure S8e−h). The fact that the time
constants of this smooth voltage change in BLMO, SPLMO,
and ASPLMO are approximately the same is consistent with
this interpretation because the carbon coating should not aﬀect
Li+−Mn3+ transport in the interior. Consequently, the best rate
capability is ascribed to the lowest Rlong + Rct due to lowest
activation energy for charge transfer reaction (quality of
contact) and better percolation of electron paths (more
uniform dispersion) in carbon black.
Conclusion. We have successfully synthesized microsized
composite secondary particles consisting of nanosized spinel
individually wrapped with Super P with minimal loss of
electrode density. The acid treatment was carried out to change
the state of carbon surface from hydrophobic to hydrophilic.
Therefore, SP could be evenly distributed in a secondary
particle when the water based solution was spray-dried, which
was conﬁrmed by EDX analysis. As a result, the well mixed

results in this study would be strongly related to how fast
electrons can be delivered.
Full cell test containing three cathodes and Li4Ti5O12 anode
was performed. As can be seen in Figure 4 and Figure S7, three

Figure 4. (a) Formation of full cell test results of BLMO, SPLMO, and
ASPLMO at 0.1 C at 24 °C. (b) Discharge and (c) charge capacity
retention of full cells as functions of various C rate at 24 °C. The mass
loading and initial areal capacities of the Li4Ti5O12 (LTO) anode and
our cathode candidates are carefully matched in these full cells to
achieve near-balance, with anode/cathode initial areal capacity ratio of
1.03.

cells show similar initial capacities of around 107 mAh g−1
between 0.8 and 2.9 V at 0.1 C rate, based on LMO weight.
The reduced capacity compared to half-cell is obviously due to
irreversible capacity of Li4Ti5O12. The full cell results present
similar trends with half-cell data.
In order to ﬁgure out what caused the better performances of
composite electrodes, we performed electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). It was carried out at various
temperature from 25 to 5 °C. All the measurements were
done to cells that had been charged at 5 C to 100% SOC. As
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Figure 5. Nyquist plot of (a) BLMO, (b) SPLMO, and (c) ASPLMO as a function of temperatures from 25 to 5 °C. Inset of (a) shows proposed
equivalent circuit comprising of resistors (R), constant phase elements (CPE). (d) Arrhenius plots of the charge-transfer resistance for BLMO,
SPLMO, and ASPLMO.
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Figure S1. The carbon coating on the spinel cathode material was carried out by using sucrosecarbonization method. The coating amount of sucrose was 10 wt%. SEM images of (a) bare (b) heated
at 600 oC for 8min and quenched at room temperature to minimize oxygen defects after sucrose
coating, (c) 20min and (d) 60min. As can be seen in 1st cycle profiles (e) and (f), the plateau related to
oxygen deficiency between 3.2 and 3.4V can be found. (g) The carbon layers can help increase rate
capability slightly. However, (h) the cycling performance became worse than bare electrode due to
structural instability.

Figure S2. SEM images of (a) LMO synthesized via sol-gel reaction, (b) magnified image of (a), (c)
LMO after ball-milling

Figure S3. (a) Powder XRD patterns of BLMO, SPLMO and ASPLMO. (b) TGA results of ASPLMO
with scan rate of 5 oC min-1.

Figure S4. Discharge voltage profiles of (a) LMO, (b) BLMO, (c) SPLMO and (d) ASPLMO.

Figure S5. Charge voltage profiles of (a) LMO, (b) BLMO, (c) SPLMO and (d) ASPLMO.

Figure S6. (a) Cycling retention and (b) Working voltage of BLMO, SPLMO and ASPLMO during
continuous charge and discharge. The working voltages were calculated by using following equation.
Energy density Wh/capacity Ah = working voltage V

Figure S7. Charge profiles of (a) BLMO, (b) SPLMO and (c) ASPLMO, and discharge profiles of (d)
BLMO, (e) SPLMO and (f) ASPLMO.

Figure S8. GITT potential responses during (a) charge and (b) discharge, polarization of BLMO,
SPLMO and ASPLMO during (c) charge and (d) discharge. (e and f) expended images of the regions
in (a and b), respectively. (g and h) expended images of the regions in (e and f), respectively.

Table S1. Representative rate performance of nanosized class materials from literature. AM, CM and
BD are active material, conductive material and binder, respectively.

Material
specification

Electrode
composition
(AM:CM:BD)

Particle
Size

Practical
capacity
(mAh/g)

Performance

Refs

This work

80:10:10

Micron

119
(0.1C)

96.2% at 30C
92.7% at 100C
77.8% at 500C

-

LiMn2O4
Nanowires

75:17:8

Nano

116
(1C)

69% at 20C
50% at 30C

(1)

LiMn2O4
Nanoparticles

75:20:5

Nano

116
(0.1C)

81.1% at 100C

(2)

LiMn2O4
Nanoparticles

85:10:5

Nano

125
(0.5C)

96.8% at 10C
81.6% at 20C

(3)

LiMn2O4
Nanorods

70:20:10

Nano

127
(1C)

63% at 30C

(4)

LiMn2O4
Nanocones

70:20:10

Nano

127
(0.1C)

92.2% at 30C
77.5% at 50C

(5)

LiMn2O4
Nanorods

70:20:10

Nano

114
(0.5C)

88% at 10C
79.8% at 20C

(6)

LiMn2O4
Microcube

80:10:10

Micron

120
(0.1C)

84% at 10C
78.4% at 20C

(7)
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